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䶋㗗℟⁁䓂湤㡅ẞ䫱䫱䘬⓷柴炻
⛐焏ᶾ䓴ㆸ⯙⑩焐ᶨᶨ冱↢ˤ

⤪䫔Ḽ㛇䘬⚈厗ᷕ炻㍸⍲䫔ᶫ
⌟䴻㔯⊭㊔Ḯℑ⑩䴻炻ᶨ㗗
焏㘖岊ᶱ㗏⑩焐炻ᶨ㗗焏ᶾ䓴ㆸ⯙
⑩焐炻⇵侭㕤ᶲ㛇ἄ↮妋炻⼴
侭䎦Ṳἄ妋ˤ

҄䀱ͅ⩻
㛒Ḯ妋ᶾ䓴⤪ỽㆸ⯙ᷳ⇵炻⃰
天Ḯ妋ỽ媪ᶾ䓴烎ᶾ侭炻⌛ᶱ
ᶾ炻⊭㊔忶⍣ˣ䎦⛐ˣ㛒Ἦˤ
䴻妨烉焏㫚䞍忶⍣⚈炻Ṳ䓇⍿侭
㗗烊㫚䞍㛒Ἦ㝄炻Ṳ䓇ἄ侭ḳ焐
ˤ⤪㝄ἃ㱽暊攳Ḯᶱᶾᷳ婒炻恋
㗗Ⱄ䨢婯ˤ㎃妨ᷳ炻⬠ἃ侭炻⭂
⽭䚠ᾉ㚱ᶱᶾ烉忶⍣ˣ䎦⛐ˣ㛒
Ἦˤ䓴侭烉⍰⎗ẍḮ妋ㆸ㕡⎹ᷳ
シ炻⋩㕡㱽䓴炻シ媪烉㜙㕡ˣ
⋿㕡ˣ大㕡ˣ⊿㕡ˣ㜙⋿㕡ˣ㜙
⊿ˣ大⋿㕡ˣ大⊿㕡ˣᶲ㕡ˣᶳ
㕡䫱ˤ↉⣓䘬ᶾ䓴㗗㚱㗪攻ˣ
䨢攻䘬旸⇞炻㓭㚱↢䎦ㆸˣỷˣ
⢆ˣ䨢䘬䎦尉炻㚱䓇㚱㹭㗗Ⱄ㚱
䁢㱽炻㗗䛦䓇㤕⟙ㆸ炻⌛Ḽ㽩
㰉㝻䘬⦹⧮ᶾ䓴烊䃞妨ἃ厑啑䘬
ᶾ攻㗗㶭㶐䃉㝻炻ᶵ䓇ᶵ㹭㗗Ⱄ
䃉䁢㱽炻㗗ἃ䘬⟙⛇ˣ㱽⿏
⛐炻㗗ἃ厑啑䘬栀≃ㆸ炻⌛㶭
㶐䃉❊䘬厗啷ᶾ䓴ˤ

ৰ䵻ͺᘾ
ᶾ䓴ㆸ⯙⑩䫔⚃炻⌛㗗㘖岊厑啑
↢⭂ᷳ⼴䁢䛦䓇憅⮵ᶾ䓴䘬↮⇍
侴⚆䫼ᶾ䓴㴟⍲䛦䓇㴟ᷳ⓷柴ˤ
⽆⎎ᶨ奺⹎䘬Ḯ妋炻ℕ忻↉⣓䛦
䓇䘬暄㝻ᶾ䓴冯岊俾厑啑䓂军媠
ἃ䘬㶭㶐ᶾ䓴炻⼊䚠叔凔㬲䔘炻
䃉婾朊⮵劎㦪ㆾ㶐䨊炻℞廱嬲
ⶖ⇍䘬⣏⮷炻枰晐⎬ᾳ䛦䓇⠫䓴
冒埴㤕≃㊃デ侴ㆸ⯙䘬ˤ㓭䴻
ḹ烉焏媠ᶾ䓴㴟㚱⽖⠝㔠廱嬲ⶖ
⇍ˤ媪㝻㰁䛦䓇ỷ炻⇯ㆸ㝻㰁
廱嬲烊䘤厑㍸⽫䛦䓇ỷ炻⇯ㆸ㶭
㶐廱嬲烊ᷫ军厑啑普炻⇯ㆸ⣏
匲♜廱嬲烊媠ἃ㴭㥫炻⇯ㆸ匲♜
㹭廱嬲焐ˤ

ӌൠ㢹ݽ
⛐焏ᶾᷣ⥁♜⑩焐ᷕ炻㘖岊厑啑
婒↢Ḯἃ䘬㬋⟙匲♜⍲⤪Ἦὅ⟙
⛐炻媪ἃ䘬ὅ⟙⯙㗗ἃ䘬⇶
㴟ˣἃ䘬⚳⛇炻军㕤忁ṃ⇶㴟⚳
⛇㗗⤪ỽ⼊ㆸ䘬炻ㆾ℞ㆸ⯙䘬⚈

ͅ⩻ᅠڦ䋢ࡰԺ᷌Х
ᶾ䓴ᷳẍ傥ㆸ⯙炻䴻㔯ᷕ婒㚱
⋩䧖ḳ烉媪Ĳᶾ䓴㴟崟℟⚈䶋ĳ
ᶾ䓴㴟ὅỷĴᶾ䓴㴟⼊䉨ĵᶾ䓴
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㴟橼⿏Ķᶾ䓴㴟匲♜ķᶾ䓴㴟㶭㶐
ĸᶾ䓴㴟ἃ↢冰Ĺᶾ䓴㴟≓ỷĺᶾ
䓴㴟≓廱嬲ⶖ⇍Ĳıᶾ䓴㴟䃉ⶖ⇍
攨ˤẍᶳἄ䯉䞕妋婒烉

⠾

ˢ


゜

橼ˣ⮞䅬䁢橼ˣ䧖䧖楁䁢
橼ˣ⮞厗ⅈ䁢橼ˣ⮞⼙
⁷䁢橼ˣ匲♜䣢䎦䁢
橼ˣᶨ⾝⽫㘖䣢䎦⠫䓴䁢
橼ˣ厑啑⼊⮞䁢橼ˣ⮞厗
喪䁢橼ˣἃ妨枛䁢橼ˤ

1. ᶾ 䓴 㴟 崟 ℟ ⚈ 䶋 烉 ⤪
Ἦ䤆≃ˣ㱽⤪㗗ˣ䛦
䓇㤕ˣ厑啑㘢≃⍲栀
≃ˣ厑啑⊅妋ˣ⤪Ἦ┬
㟡ˣ㘖岊厑啑冒⛐≃ˤ

5. ᶾ 䓴 㴟 匲 ♜ 烉 匲 ♜ ⥁ 暚
匲♜ˣ婒ᶨ↯厑啑≇⽟
匲♜ˣ婒ᶨ↯䛦䓇㤕⟙
匲♜ˣ䣢䎦厑啑栀㴟匲
♜ˣ堐䣢ἃ⼙⁷匲♜ˣ䣢
䎦䤆忂⠫䓴匲♜ˣ↢䎦
ἃ幓匲♜ˣ↢䎦⮞楁暚
匲♜ˣ䣢䎦䍵⮞䄏侨匲
♜ˣ䣢䎦㘖岊埴栀匲♜ˤ

2. ᶾ 䓴 㴟  ὅ ỷ 烉 ὅ 匲
♜ỷˣὅ嘃䨢ỷˣὅ
⮞㖶ỷˣὅἃ㖶
ỷˣὅἃ枛倚ỷˣὅ旧
ᾖ伭慹∃ㇳỷˣὅᶾᷣ
幓ỷˣὅ厑啑幓ỷˣ
ὅ㘖岊厑啑栀≃ỷˤ

6. ᶾ 䓴 㴟 㶭 㶐 烉 奒 役 ┬ 䞍
嬀⎴㟡㓭ˣ⡆攟≇⽟暚⽏
㱽䓴㓭ˣ㶐ᾖ⊅妋㓭ˣ奨
⮇厑啑⠫䓴侴⬱ỷ㓭ˣ
ᾖ㱣㲊伭囄⚻㺧㓭ˣ奨
⮇厑啑媠⛘侴ℍỷ㓭ˣ
↢䓇㶐栀㴟㓭ˣᾖ佺↢
天埴㓭ˣℍ匲♜㴟㓭ˣ
ㆸ⯙㶭㶐㕡ὧ≃㓭ˤ

3. ᶾ䓴㴟⼊䉨烉⚻ˣ㕡ˣ朆
⚻㕡ˣ㯜㻑⼊ˣⰙ䅬⼊ˣ
㧡⼊ˣ厗⼊ˣ⭖㭧⼊ˣ䛦
䓇⼊ˣἃ⼊ˣ䃉慷ⶖ⇍ˤ

4. ᶾ 䓴 㴟 橼 ⿏ 烉 ⮞ 匲 ♜ 䁢
橼ˣᶨ⮞匲♜䁢橼ˣ⮞
㖶䁢橼ˣ䧖䧖刚㖶
䁢橼ˣᶨ↯匲♜㖶䁢
橼ˣᶵ⎗⢆慹∃䁢橼ˣ
ἃ≃㊩䁢橼ˣ⥁⮞䚠䁢
橼ˣἃ嬲⊾䁢橼ˣ㖍㐑
⯤廒䁢橼ˣ㤝⽖䳘⮞䁢

7. ᶾ 䓴 㴟 ἃ ↢ 冰 烉 䎦 ⮷
幓
⢥
ἃ
媠
ặ
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ˣ 䎦 ⣏ 幓 ˣ 䎦
ˣ䎦攟⢥ˣ♜㶐
ㆾ⣂ἃ⚳⛇ˣ栗
ḀㆾᶨḀ㱽廒ˣ
⮹↮ㆾ䃉怲䛦䓇

䞕
ᶨ
䣢
婧
ˤ

ߌⓧ

8. ᶾ 䓴 㴟 ≓ ỷ 烉 旧  䣯 ≓
ỷ
䫱
ᶵ
⎗

ˣ
≓
⎗
慷

䃉
ỷ
䧙
ˣ

慷
烊
ˣ
ᶵ

ㆾ
ㆾ
ᶵ
⎗

䃉
ᶵ
⎗
婒

怲
⎗
⿅
≓

ㆾ
㔠
ˣ
ỷ

ὮҞቅ

ᶨ↯ᶾ䓴㴟⺋⌂♜㶐≓廱
嬲炻⤪Ἦ䤆忂嬲⊾㓭炻
ᶾ䓴㴟㘖㶭㶐≓廱嬲ˤ

䃉
ˣ
ᶵ
ˤ

10. ᶾ 䓴 㴟 䃉 ⶖ ⇍ 攨 烉 ᶾ 䓴
䃉ⶖ⇍ˣ⦩≃䃉ⶖ⇍ˣ
忻⟜䃉ⶖ⇍ˣ⤪Ἦ忻⟜
䛦㚫䃉ⶖ⇍ˣἃ㖶䃉
ⶖ⇍ˣἃ⎵嘇䃉ⶖ⇍ˣ
ἃ枛倚䃉ⶖ⇍ˣ㱽廒㕡
ὧ䃉ⶖ⇍ˣ㘖ℍᶨ⠝䃉
ⶖ⇍ˣἃ⠫䓴䃉ⶖ⇍ˤ

9. ᶾ䓴㴟≓廱嬲ⶖ⇍烉㱽⤪
㗗㓭炻ᶾ䓴㴟䃉慷ㆸ⢆≓
廱嬲烊㝻㰉䛦䓇ỷ㓭炻ᶾ
䓴㴟ㆸ㝻㰉≓廱嬲烊ᾖ⺋
⣏䤷䛦䓇ỷ㓭炻ᶾ䓴㴟ㆸ
㝻㶐≓廱嬲烊ᾉ妋厑啑ỷ
㓭炻ᶾ䓴㴟ㆸ㝻㶐≓廱
嬲烊䃉慷䛦䓇䘤厑㍸⽫
㓭烊ᶾ䓴㴟䲼㶭㶐≓廱
嬲烊媠厑啑⎬⎬忲媠ᶾ䓴
㓭炻ᶾ䓴㴟䃉怲匲♜≓廱
嬲烊⋩㕡ᶨ↯ᶾ䓴㴟媠厑
啑暚普㓭炻ᶾ䓴㴟䃉慷⣏
匲♜≓廱嬲烊媠ἃᶾ⮲ℍ
㴭㥫㓭炻ᶾ䓴㴟匲♜㹭≓
廱嬲烊媠ἃ↢䎦㕤ᶾ㓭炻

㉿㿍
䴻㔯ᷕ昌Ḯẍ攟埴䓛徘ᶾ䓴ᷳㆸ
⯙⢾炻怬ẍ枴慵央℞⣏シ炻䃞
侴䷥㊔ᶲ徘婒炻厑啑㫚Ẍ䛦䓇
䞍忻㰉㝻⍲㶭㶐ᷳ⠫䓴ˤㆾ㗗⍿
劎ṓ㦪䫱ᷳ䚠䉨炻忂忂䘮⽆㤕≃
䓇ˤ厑啑㊯䣢䛦䓇⽭枰䓇崟㬋
⾝ᷳ⽫炻ᾖ埴↢暊忻炻ℍἃ㘢ㄏ
㴟ˤㆸ⯙厗啷⣏栀ᶾ䓴ˤ
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㤞㋂ゃ㜶ږშ
˨暊ᶾ攻⑩˩㗗˪厗♜䴻˫ᷕ䘬Ḵ⋫ᾳᾖ埴㱽攨炻䓙㘖ㄏ厑啑䁢䔞
㨇䛦ẋ䛦䓇⎹㘖岊厑啑䘤⓷炻䷥ℙ䘤↢ḮḴ䘦ᾳ⓷柴炻侴㘖岊厑啑
㕤㭷ᾳ⓷柴ᷕ婒↢Ḯ⋩ᾳ䫼㟰炻⌛⋩ᾳᾖ埴㱽攨炻㓭ℐ⑩䴻ᶨℙ㚱
Ḵ⋫ᾳ㱽攨炻ㆸ䁢Ḯˬ㘖ㄏḴ䘦⓷炻㘖岊ℑ⋫愔˭䘬Ἓ娙炻䴎⼴Ṣ
䞼嬨厗♜䴻䘬ᶨᾳ慵天㊯⋿ˤ

せ̸喢҄へ◩ࡰ⽝ળⴔ䂇喧
䴻㔯炷őĲĶĲōĶ炸烉ἃ⫸炰厑啑㐑姞啑㚱⋩䧖┬䞍嬀ˤỽ䫱䁢⋩烎
媪Ļ

 ГѾ㤘ᓲળⴔ䂇喣
 Г⩎ળᵨળⴔ䂇喣
 Г㵻䀧∑㒴㱋ળⴔ䂇喣
 Г㼒㿙̯ܶ∄ળⴔ䂇喣
 Г⛎̯ܶⱭ⩎ળⴔ䂇喣
 Гᓆ↩䓞ળⴔ䂇喣
 Г̼㦆̯ܶͅ䫂ળⴔ䂇喣
 Г̯ܶߚԝ㵻♐ࣜՕળⴔ䂇喣
 ГႸѾᮝ䈑㵻ળⴔ䂇喣
Г̯ܶڔҊᮩᝯڔળⴔ䂇ȡ
㗗䁢⋩ˤ

䛺᪶ (V17P54LL4) 
ᶲἮ嫃⍲厑啑天㚱⋩䧖埴炻侴↉ ḳ崟埴炻⽭枰天㚱┬⍳㍸㓄炻
⛐厗♜䴻Ἦ婒炻婒䘬┬⍳炻⯙㗗┬䞍嬀ˤ┬䞍嬀㈖㺼䘬奺刚
㗗烉焏㛒䞍┬Ẍ䞍炻㛒〗らẌ〗焐ˤシ⿅㗗婒炻῀劍ぐ忙怲䘬㚳⍳ᷕ
傥℟⁁忁ℑ娙䘬㡅ẞ䘬Ṣ炻嗽嗽䴎冒㍸溆ˣ斄㆟炻忁⯙㗗ぐ䘬┬
䞍嬀炻Ṣ䓇⛐ᶾ炻傥忯⇘䛇㬋䘬┬䞍嬀䘬㨇㚫ᶵ⣂炻㓭⤥⤥㈲㎉䍵
や炰
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с Ǒ Ⴐ ᵶ   ⌷ Ⴐ ጫ
㚱ᶨᾳ䓟ṢἮ⇘㴟怲㔋㬍ˤṾ
㱧㴟怲崘叿䘤䎦⛐㴟㯜䘬㶢㯜䩒
墉㚱姙⣂塓⣏桐暐㌚ᶲⱠἮ䘬⮷
欂ˤ晾䃞役⛐⯢炻Ữ䈈Ᾱ塓⚘
⛐㶢㯜䩒墉炻⚆ᶵḮ⣏㴟ˤ塓⚘
䘬⮷欂ḇ姙㚱⸦⋫㡅ˤ㰺⣂ᷭ炻
㶢㯜䩒墉䘬㯜⯙㚫塓㱁䰺⏠Ḧ炻
塓⣒春呠Ḧˤ䃞⼴忁ṃ⮷欂悥㚫
Ḧ㬣ˤ

ˬ忁㡅⮷欂⛐᷶炻忁㡅ḇ⛐
᷶炰怬㚱忁ᶨ㡅ˣ忁ᶨ㡅ˣ
忁ᶨ㡅ɃɃ˭
侴⛐䎦⮎䘬䓇㳣ᷕ炻⛐ㆹᾹ忁ᾳ
ᶾ䓴ᶲ炻⯙㚱䃉㔠Ṣṵ⛐劎暋䔞
ᷕ㍁ㇶ炻㭷ᶨ㡅⮷欂悥㗗ᶨᾳ⬴
㔜䘬䓇␥炻䔞䚳⇘⛐㶢㯜䩒ᷕ劎
劎㍁ㇶ䘬欂㗪炻⼟⼧⯙䚳⇘Ḯ⛐
忁ᾳ㭀感䘬ᶾ䓴炻㭷⣑悥㚱ᶵ⸠
䘬ḳね⛐䘤䓇炻䃉㔠⬌劎䃉ὅ䘬
䓇␥⛐䖃劎ᷕ㍁ㇶˣ␣⏇炻⿍暨
ṢᾹ䘬㓹≑ɃɃ晾䃞ㆹᾹ䃉㱽⸓
≑㚱ᶵ⸠䘬Ṣ炻Ữ劍傥䚉≃⸓
≑㚱䶋ᷳṢ炻ᶵỮἧ冒⽫⬱炻
侴ᶼ⮵䣦㚫ḇ䷥䬿䚉Ḯ冒ㅱ㚱
䘬屔ảˤ

䓟Ṣ两临⼨⇵崘炻⾥䃞䚳夳ᶵ怈
嗽㚱ᶨ⮷䓟⬑ᶵ ⛘⛐㯜䩒㕩怲
ᶳ儘⍣炻㑧崟㯜䩒墉䘬⮷欂炻
䃞⼴㈲⬫Ᾱㇼ⚆⣏㴟ˤ
忁ᾳ䓟Ṣ ᶳἮ炻ᶨ䚜㲐夾叿忁
ᾳ㺧柕⣏㯿䘬⮷䓟⬑炻⾀ㆹ⛘⾁
㕤㊗㓹㯜䩒墉⮷欂Ᾱ䘬䓇␥ˤ㚨
⼴Ṿ䳪㕤⽵ᶵỷ炻崘忶⍣⊠婒⮷
⬑烉ˬ⬑⫸炻忁㯜䩒墉㚱㔠ẍ⋫
妰㡅⮷欂炻Ἀ㓹ᶵ忶Ἦ䘬ˤ˭
ˬㆹ䞍忻ˤ˭䓟⬑柕ḇᶵ㉔
⛘⚆䫼ˤ
ˬ⒎烎恋Ἀ䁢Ṩ湤怬⛐ㇼ烎
㚱婘⛐᷶␊烎˭
ˬ忁㡅⮷欂⛐᷶炰˭
䓟⬑ᶨ怲⚆䫼炻ᶨ怲㊦崟⎎
ᶨ㡅欂ㇼ忚⣏㴟ˤ
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̳⋀༇
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Ὦʷ ଢᩦણ⸉ ㅹᩦẌ
ߊ㈘ḽሳ ̳ߡ፧ᐴ

㛔䣦䥱㈧⎘⊿厗♜咖䣦炻ᶨ屓㔁
⬠⍲ἄ做劙ㇵ䘬䱦䤆烊冱彎䘬䋶
⬠慹㳣≽Ṳ⸜䴻䫔Ḵ⯮Ḯ炻枺
䋶℠䥖㕤ℓ㚰Ḵ⋩ᶱ㖍㖑ᶲ⋩㗪
⋲⛐⣏晬⮞㭧冱埴ˤㆹᾹ怨婳吋
ḳ攟岊⹎㱽ⷓ⍲䰛䇦⽭忼ⶪ∗ⶪ
攟ŎœįġőņŕņġġŎńŉŖňņℙ⎴ᷣ㊩
枺䋶炻冯㚫侭Ḵ䘦⣂Ṣ炻⹏䃉嘃
姕炻䚃㱩䨢⇵ˤ

䔞⣑⍫≈奨䥖侭昌䌚䋶⬠䓇⭞攟
⢾炻䋶⬠慹姽⮑⥼⒉ḇ㚱ẋ堐↢
ⷕˤ
枺䋶℠䥖椾⃰䓙ℑỵᷣ䥖▱屻农
娆炻䃞⼴䓙ℑỵ↮⇍枺䘤䫔ᶨˣ
䫔Ḵ⎵䌚䋶䘬⬠䓇烊℞⬫枺䋶▱
屻↮⇍㚱ỷ㊩⣑⚈㱽ⷓ炻姽⮑⥼
⒉ẋ堐⽫䦳ġ ĩ㛶⾈暾Īˣ⽫⤪ġ ĩ哉
䑏⤪Īˣ⽫ヰ炷䤧曺咖炸ˣ┬㬠
炷⦄㰅⊌炸䫱炻ᶨᶨ枺䋶䴎䌚䋶
⬠䓇ˤ
⎎⢾䌚䋶⬠䓇ẋ堐ŔŐŇŊłġ ŉłŏġ
⍲ġ ŕŐłŏġ ŗŖŐŏň↮⇍农嫅娆ˤ
⮵㕤䌚䋶侭㛔䣦㛇㛃⬠⫸Ᾱ傥两
临䓐≇炻⮯Ἦ傥⚆棳䣦㚫炻䁢⚳
⭞ἄ㢇㦹炰

ఢ: ⫡ಙᘍో
: ԞఱPete Mchuge
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㛔䣦吋ḳ攟岊⹎㱽ⷓℵ㫉⣏廱㱽
廒㕤ℓ㚰Ḵ⋩ḼˣḴ⋩ᶫˣḴ⋩
ḅ㖍ᶱ⣑㘂ᶲᶫ㗪军ḅ㗪䁢⣏䛦
攳䣢厗♜䘬ᶾ䓴奨ˤ

吋ḳ攟⇑䓐⃰忚䥹㈨炻德忶⸣䅰
䇯ˣ⮯厗♜䴻䘬佑䎮䯉╖㶭㜸䘬
㺼嬗↢Ἦ烊ℵ德忶⼙䇯䘬䇯㭝ˣ
⺽ℍ䓇㳣䔞ᷕ炻嬻ᾉ䛦Ᾱ⮵㕤ᶾ
䓴ㆸ⯙䘬䧖䧖⚈䶋炻㚱㚜㶙ℍ䘬
䎮妋Ģ

ᶱ⣑䘬ᷣ柴↮⇍㗗烉
ƣ Ḵ⋩Ḽ㖍烉
ᶨḀ㔁佑䘬⚳⛇⿅゛ˤ

⛐ᶱ⣑䘬ἃ⬠攳䣢䔞ᷕ炻ᾉ䛦Ᾱ
悥朆ⷠ㈽ℍ炻᷎ᶵ㗪䘤⓷⓷柴ↅ
倂Ḯᶨ偉Ḻ≽䘬㯋㯃ˤ䴻忶忁ᶨ
㫉䘬ἃ㱽啘昞炻ℵ➭⚢Ḯ⣏䛦ᾖ
⬠厗♜䘬ᾉ⽫炻吋ḳ攟䘬攳䣢炻
攟梲Ḯ⣏䛦䘬┬㟡䧖⫸炻ᶱ⣑䘬
ἃ⬠嫃⹏⼰⾓⯙⚻㺧Ḯ炻ᾉ䛦䳃
䳃⎹吋ḳ攟婳㱽炻ⶴ㛃傥㖑㖍⚆
Ἦ䁢⣏䛦ℵἄ攳䣢ˤġġġ

ƣ Ḵ⋩ᶫ㖍烉
ᶾ䓴ㆸ⯙䘬⚈䶋
ƣ Ḵ⋩ḅ㖍烉
⋩㱽䓴

┷ʶḻञ᳷ॖᗝᆨㆺ
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జ
ℓ㚰Ḵ⋩Ḵ㖍㛔䣦吋ḳ攟岊⹎㱽
ⷓ㱽楽呆伶炻ᷣ㊩䙪嗕䙮㱽㚫炻
ỷ㊩⣑⚈㱽ⷓ⍲⣑圵㱽ⷓ奒⇘㨇
⟜彶῁ˤ

ⷕ侭巜帵炻㬠ỵ⼴ᷳ㭧➪㭼⇵⮔
῀侴ᶼ⹏䃉嘃ⷕ烊䔞䫔ᶨ㓗楁䳸
㜇⼴炻岊⹎㱽ⷓ⣏廱㱽廒炻䁢⣏
䛦攳䣢ⓠ䘬䴻㔯⋩埴⑩ᷕ䘬㱽
佑炻⎴㗪妋慳厗♜⫿㭵㬲⊅≇⽟
䘬シ佑炻㚜ⷞ柀⣏⭞ⓙ枴厗♜⫿
㭵徜⎹炻Ẍ⍫冯㱽㚫ᾉ䛦㚜傥⣹
ℍ厗♜佑㴟炻ℵ⮯≇⽟徜⎹⼨䓇
➪ᶲ䘬㬟ẋ⃰ṉˤ

佴㖍炻晐⌛⎔攳ᶲ⋲⸜⹎䘬ḳ⊁
㚫嬘炻↢ⷕ侭岊⹎㱽ⷓˣ⣑⚈㱽
ⷓˣ⣑圵㱽ⷓ⍲⣑⮏㱽ⷓˤ吋ḳ
攟⛐倥⍾⎬借ḳ⟙⏲ᷳ⼴炻晐⌛
ヰ䣢㛔䣦ⶍἄṵ暨䥱㊩ẍ⡆攟ᾉ
䛦㱽幓ㄏ␥䁢ᷣ炻⮵㕤咖䣦㍐埴
䘬ヰ┬㓹㾇ⶍἄ炻㶙堐孂㎂ˤ

㬌㫉⍫Ḱ㓗㎜㬌㫉㱽㚫䘬㱽ⷓ炻
昌ḮἮ冒⎘䀋䘬⌘⼔㱽ⷓ⢾炻⍰
㚱Ἦ冒㳃㛱䢗䘬ょぇ㱽ⷓˣ攳夳
㱽ⷓˣ⯳ⳁ䘬⽫ᾉ㱽ⷓˣ忼➭㱽
ⷓˣ㺼⭮㱽ⷓˣ戻㫥㱽ⷓ䫱ˤ

ℓ㚰Ḵ⋩ᶱ㖍ᶲ⋰ḅ㗪炻䥳⬋䙪
嗕䙮㱽㚫晐⌛⯽攳炻㗗㖍ᾉ䛦↢

Ԋఢ⬚: ฑᘍోȮൔΒᘍోȮរᘍోȮⳭᘍోȮ֬ഗᘍో
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ℓ㚰Ḵ⋩ḅ㖍ᶲ⋰ḅ㗪炻⺞䓇㘖
ἃ䓙吋ḳ攟ᷣ㱽炻柀䛦媟婎˪喍
ⷓ䎱䐫⤪Ἦ㛔栀≇⽟䴻˫炻᷎
≈㊩婎喍ⷓ㿴枪䛇妨⚃⋩ḅ念炻
䁢䎦⟜⍫冯㱽㚫ᾉ䛦⍲⺞䓇➪ᶲ
姕ỵ䘬≇⽟ᷣ䣰㯪⡆䤷⺞⢥炻㴰
䀥妋⅌慳䳸ˤ⍰䁢⎘䀋ℓℓ㯜䀥
⍿䀥䀥㮹䣰㯪幓⽫冒⛐ˤ

ℓ㚰ᶱ⋩㖍ᶲ⋰ḅ㗪炻冱埴ᶨ
⸜ᶨ⹎䘬䙪嗕䙮ὃ㱽㚫炻⣏䛦嗼
婎˪䙪嗕䙮䴻˫ẍ⟙ᶫᶾ䇞㭵】
慵ˤ吋ḳ攟岊⹎㱽ⷓ⛐攳䣢㗪炻
ẍ⎘䀋ℓℓ㯜䀥䁢ἳ炻㍸䣢冯㚫
⣏䛦炻ᶾ攻䃉ⷠ䘬忻䎮炻侴傥⮯
ἃ㱽句⮎⛐䓇㳣䔞ᷕ㗗⿍ᶵ⭡䶑
天 䘬ḳˤ

ᶳ⋰䓙ỷ㊩⣑⚈㱽ⷓ柀䛦婎㊩˪
⛘啷厑啑㛔栀䴻˫ᶨ悐炻徜⎹≇
⽟➪ᶲ⍲咖䣦嬟㱽ᾉ䛦㬟ẋ䣾⃰
⬿奒悥傥⼨䓇㶐⛇炻暊劎⼿㦪ˤ
ᶳ⋰⚃㗪ᶱ⋩↮炻ỷ㊩㱽ⷓ⁛㌰
⸥⅍䘰ὅˤ

ᶳ⋰Ḵ㗪炻〕婳ㄏ妋⣏⯂ᷣ㊩
ᶱ㗪专⾝ἃḳᶨ➪炻㱽㚫忚埴⇘
‵㘂ᶫ㗪⚻㺧䳸㜇烊ĳııĺ⸜䙪嗕
䙮⣏㱽㚫⚻㺧炻⍫冯ᾉ䛦⎬ᾳ㱽
╄⃭㺧ˤ

┷ʶ⫡ಙᘍోʙྃᲢ⚄ᘍሳ

⠗ࡩൢᅠᣅञ᳷Ј͵ᯍ

⧠̤ᘍోᣅҜሶ˷उᆣᮝ
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జ
ℓ㚰ḅ㖍㗇㛇㖍炻咖䣦冱埴奨枛
娽ㆸ忻㱽㚫ˤ㗗㖍↢ⷕ䘬ᾉ䛦崭
忶Ḵ䘦Ṣ炻忁㗗ㆸᶨ㦻慵⺢⼴䘬
䫔ᶨ㫉⣏✳㱽㚫炻⼰⣂ᾉ䛦倆桐
侴军炻㫚ᶨ䜡咖䣦䘬㕘朊尴ˤ㱽
㚫攳⥳炻䴻⹏䃉嘃姕ˤ

⽫䎦Īˣ䚃㙱䲭ĩ⽫Ī烊㯪⍿Ḽㆺ
侭烉㛶⾈暾ġ ĩ⽫䦳Īˣἁ⮞咖ġ ĩ⽫
サĪˣ⻝⮞䎈ġĩ⽫⾝Īˤ

㭷ᶨ㫉奨枛娽炻㛔䣦悥㚱䴎ᾉ䛦
溆䅰ὃἃ 䣰䤷䘬枭䚖炻侴䔞⣑
崽Ἦ溆䅰䘬ᾉ⼺ḇ䈡⇍⣂炻㸾⁁
䘬䆱䆕ὃᶵㅱ㯪炻⎹昭侭䛦ˤ
ẍ枮ὧ㍸愺⣏⭞炻ᶳ㫉奨枛娽天
㖑溆Ἦ溆䅰┼Ģ

㔄ɺᲳᆙᥨ

䔞⣑䘬ℙᾖ㚫ṵẍ㘖ἃ䁢ᷣˣ㊩
婎㘖攨⑩⍲⣏ず⺧ᶨ念烊咖䣦
屯㶙佑ⶍ傉⽫⚻炻䔞⣑婳⼿奨枛
厑啑俾⁷Ἦ咖䣦䣰婳攳᷎⭞⹕
ὃ⣱ˤᷕ⋰Ṏ⁁㚱滳厄ˣ⢥㟫ˣ
╄䱽ὃἃὃ䛦烊ḇ㚱⼰⣂ᾉ䛦Ᾱ
䘤⽫ὃ梲䘬⎬㫦溆⽫炻昌Ḯὃἃ
ᷳ⢾⎴㗪ḇ⺋䳸┬䶋ˤ䔞⣑䘬㔯
䈑悐炻ḇ⚈䁢㗗奨枛娽䘬斄Ὢ炻
⎴㗪ℓ㉀⃒よᾉ䛦ˤ

Ṇㆤᢣᶝ᳷ᮝᤀᆙ

ɿ౺Ԋ⤐ㅠⲶઈŊⱧᳵञʴ

ᶳ⋰㚱冱埴ᶱ䘰Ḽ⺷䘬₨⺷烉䘰
ὅ侭㚱烉ᶩ俾∃ĩ⽫婈Īˣ昛㫋䏒ġ
ĩ⽫〭Īˣ哋渿䎫ĩ⽫ᾉĪˣ昛伶咖ĩ
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⊢ጶᐗȥ⏣┥᭺ౕࠟ
ౡෟ݇⎝᠁ڱƁゥ
᪶䛺๘ᄖ
冒⽆⛐ĳııĹ⸜ĳ㚰炻咖䣦冲㦻忚
埴㔜ᾖ烊攳⥳㗪ⶍ䦳忚埴ḇ䬿枮
⇑炻⼴Ἦ朊⮵ℐ䎫⿏䴻㾇堘徨炻
䆇忈⟜忙廱⣙曰烊⸦䴻㲊㉀炻
䳪㕤⛐ĳııĺ⸜ĵ㚰Ķ㖍冱埴Ḯ攳
₨⺷炻᷎ᶼ␥䁢ㆸᶨ㦻炻ẍ䲨⾝
⮶ⷓㆸ℔攟侩ἃ㱽大⁛䘬ᶨᾳ慴
䦳ˤġ

㱽ⷓ屈屔烉ᷣ天㗗㊯䣢⮯ḳ⊁嗽
㏔⚆ㆸᶨ㦻烊⎴㗪⮯⣏㭧ᷳ⚃⣏
⣑䌳ˣụ啵厑啑ˣ㍍⼭嗽炻佑岋
悐⚆⽑⍇䉨ˤ
䫔ᶱ⋨䛦䘬㬠ỵⶍἄ䓙⣑
⮏㱽ⷓ屈屔烉ᷣ天㗗㊯䣢⮯屗⬀
⛐ℑᾳ屐㩫ℏ䘬⁊ᾙˣ⅘䭙ˣ暄
䈑炻堋䈑䓐⑩ˣ⺂℟䫱㬠ỵˤ侴
䓙㕤⺂䘬ⶍ䦳⯂㛒䪋ⶍ炻⚈㬌
⺂℟暄䈑炻⎒傥㙓㗪⬀㓦⛐滳➪
䘬屗䈑⭌ˤ

侴ℓ㚰ᶨ㖍⮵㛔䣦Ἦ婒㗗ᶨᾳ慵
天䘬㖍⫸炻⎴㗪ḇ㗗ᾉ䛦㛇⼭
ᷭ䘬㗪⇣炻恋⯙㗗ㆸᶨ㦻䘬䫔ᶨ
㛇㬠ỵ炰

䔞⣑䘬佑ⶍ厑啑悥㗗⫼㬎㚱≃䘬
慹∃嬟㱽炻ṾᾹ⛐⚃㚰ấ䴻塓
忂䞍炻晐㗪῁␥㸾⁁㬠ỵ烊䔞ᷕ
㚱ṃ㗗佑ⶍᾹ䘬⎴ḳ㚳⍳ˣㇵ䫔
ᶨ㫉Ἦ咖䣦烊Ṏ㚱晐⣒⣒Ἦˣ㚱
晐䇞㭵ἮˤṾᾹḺ䚠惵⎰炻㚱䘬
㏔⁊ᾙˣ㚱䘬㏔㟴⫸ˣ㚱䘬⛐㲿
㒎⅘䭙炻㚱䘬㔜䎮⺂℟炻㚱䘬
⋼≑ᾖ䷽炻㚱䘬憀䇮㍃䔓炻㚱䘬
⋼≑婧㔜⁊ᾙỵ伖炻㚱䘬㶭㻼ἃ
⁷烊⣏⭞䨧㡕⛐忁ℑ⸊⺢䭱䈑ᷳ
攻炻⾁⼿ᶵṎ㦪᷶ˤ

㗗㖍炻㖑ᶲℓ㗪ᶱ⋩↮炻佑ⶍ厑
啑Ᾱ映临Ἦ⇘咖䣦炻᷎晐⌛≈ℍ
ⶍἄ埴↿烊䔞⣑䘬䷥㊯㎖㗗ỷ㊩
⣑⚈㱽ⷓ烉侴㏔忳ⶍἄ⇯↮ᶱᾳ
⋨➇忚埴ˤ䫔ᶨ⋨㗗⚾㚠棐炻䫔
Ḵ⋨㗗ㆸᶨ㦻彎℔⭌炻䫔ᶱ⋨㗗
ㆸᶨ㦻Ḵ㦻䛦ˤ
䫔ᶨ⋨⚾㚠棐䘬㬠ỵⶍἄ䓙ỷ㊩
⣑⚈㱽ⷓ屈屔Ļᷣ天㗗㊯⺽怬⍇
ㆸ℔攟侩ˣ岊⹎㱽ⷓ䘬彎℔⭌⍲
炻⎴㗪⮯屗⬀ᷭ䘬⁊ᾙ暄
䈑㏔⚆ㆸᶨ㦻ˤ

⎎⢾㚱ᶱỵ佑ⶍ厑啑炻屈屔⮯⭬
⬀⛐咖䣦䭬⚵⢾⎎ᶨᾳᾱ⹓䘬⁊

䫔Ḵ⋨彎℔⭌䘬㬠ỵⶍἄ䓙⣑圵
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ᾙ忳復⚆Ἦ炻㭷ᶨ㫉䔞ṾᾹ⇘忼
㗪炻佑ⶍᾹ悥忋晐 ᶳἮ炻⃰⋼
≑⮯屐干ᶲ䘬⁊ᾙ⌠ᶳ炻⤥嬻Ṿ
Ᾱ傥ℵ㫉↢䘤炻⤪㗗侭炻ṾᾹᶨ
⣑⼨彼Ḯ⚃军Ḽ㫉炻䷥䬿⮯㚱
⁊ᾙ忳復⬴䔊Ģ

≃炻㈲ⶍἄ⚻㺧⬴ㆸ炻䚳⇘ḳ⊁
嗽ˣˣ⣏晬⮞㭧䘬㕘尴烊晾
䃞㏔Ḯᶨ㔜⣑炻Ữ㗗⣏䛦䘬共ᶲ
㰺㚱῎⭡炻䵣㓦↢Ἦ䘬⌣㗗ᶨấ
刺炻忁刺㈲㔜⣑䘬㬠ỵἃḳ
匲♜崟Ἦˤ

⋰梸㗪炻楁䧵⺂䘬⤥⸦ỵ佑ⶍⷓ
⥸Ᾱ炻↮⇍復Ἦ⤥⸦忻⮷厄炻㚜
≈ᶲ䱍ˣ䰱ˣ湝炻梗ᶨㅱᾙℐ炻
⣏⭞⎫⼿㳍㳍㚱␛ˤ⍲⼴炻㚱佑
ⶍ厑啑堐䣢傥≈ℍ㬠ỵⶍἄ⮎⛐
㗗朆ⷠ㬲⊅炻⚈䁢咖䣦㗗ṾᾹ䘬
䫔Ḵᾳ⭞炻傥䴎Ṿ㨇㚫䁢咖䣦↢
ᶨ↮≃炻デ⇘冒尒ˤṎ㚱堐䣢炻
⸛ⷠ悥⛸⛐彎℔㟴ᶲ炻暋⼿㚱㬌
⚈䶋忳≽⊆≽ᶨᶳ炻冒⇑⇑Ṿˤ
Ṏ㚱堐䣢炻咖䣦㏔⭞⼰䳗⼰䳗炻
Ữ䳗⼿⼰㚱₡ῤˤ

⩂ᘍ⸉ԑㅫ┮ञठぬ͗ߊἊፈ

⎎⢾㚱ᶨỵ厑啑䞍忻ㆹᾹ天㬠
ỵ 炻 忋 ⾁ ㍸ 㖑 䳸 㜇 ` 㛇 炻 ⽆ġ
ōłŌņġ ŕłŉłŐġ 崽⚆Ἦ炻≈ℍ佑
ⶍ埴↿ˤ㬠ỵⶍἄᶨ䚜忚埴⇘ᶳ
⋰炻㍍役⚃㗪㚱⁊ᾙㇵ䷥䬿⣏
农⬱枻ᶳἮ炻侴㍍ᶳἮ䘬ⶍἄ⯙
㗗天⮯⎬栆䘬暄䈑↮栆炻⸲ᶲ䓐
⑩䘬㔜䎮炻䔞⣏⭞䚳⇘ㆹᾹṵ㚱
恋湤⣂㜙大天嗽䎮㗪炻悥䳃䳃堐
䣢ᶳ㗇㛇㚫ℵἮ⋼≑ˤ
䚳⇘⣏䛦嬟㊩ᶱ⮞䘬䱦䤆炻⮎
⛐嬻ㆹᾹデ⇘㫋ㄘĢ⎴㗪⛐㔜ᾳ
㬠ỵ忚埴ᷕ炻叔䛦ᶨ⽫炻⎴⽫⋼
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ᷕ䥳䭨ᶵ⎒㗗冒⭞Ṣ⛀⚻⎫梗䘬
㖍⫸炻伶⚳≈ⶆ俾匟大厗♜咖䣦
ḇ⛐忁⣑ĩ⋩㚰ᶱ㖍Ī冱彎厗♜ᷕ
䥳ㄞ⛀⚻䘬䚃㚫ˤ䴻㚱崭忶Ḽ
⸜㰺㚱冱彎䘬ᷕ䥳㘂㚫Ḯ炻䔞㘂
昌Ḯ䥖ἃ䣰䤷ᷳ⢾炻怬普䳸⎬⺷
䘬堐㺼ˣ㐠⼑㳣≽ẍ⍲伶␛䘬Ἓ
棂炻⏠⺽崭忶䘦⣂ỵᾉ䛦⇘⟜⍫
冯ˤ

忁ṃ⮷㚳⍳Ᾱ晾䃞⎒㚱ℕㆾᶫ
㬚Ữ㗗幓ㇳ䚠䔞㓷㌟炻ṾᾹ䓐㳣
≃ˣ䅙ね怬㚱㝼伶䘬准巰㈨ⶏⷞ
≽Ḯℐ⟜㯋㯃ˤ⛐ᷕ⟜㐠⼑㳣≽
ᷳ⼴炻䵲㍍叿ᶲ⟜䘬㗗łōņřġ ĩ
ᶩ䃺䪋Īġ䘬㬎埻堐㺼炻łōņř⎒㚱
⋩⸦㬚Ữㇻ崟㬎埻⣿嶗炻嗶嗶䓇
桐炻⺽崟⛐⟜侭䅙䁰㌴倚炻䳖⮎
䘬⸽⫸ḇ嬻䎦⟜奨䛦⣏攳䛤䓴Ģ

⛐ỷ㊩⣑⚈㱽ⷓ䘬ⷞ柀ᶳ炻⣏⭞
ᶨ崟⚻㺧㚰㊄栀炻ℏ⭡㚱烉䆸
楁孂ˣ㊄栀ẍ⍲ᶱ䘰ὅ炻⎴㗪ḇ
㚧㔜ᾳ㳣≽攳┇Ḯ⸷ⷽˤ䭨䚖ᶨ
攳⥳䓙ⷓ䇞柀ⓙˬ厗♜ᷳ㫴˭炻
䵲㍍叿䁢⣏䛦攳䣢㘖勞䘬シ佑炻
媪䘬㘖勞ᷫ㗗㸸冒㕤Ⓒ⬳⣏映
⎊㜿炻ẍ⎫勞䘬㕡⺷嬻⣏⭞倂⛐
ᶨ崟炻婯婯⎬冒ᾖ埴䘬⽫⼿⍲㛒
Ἦ䘬⯽㛃ˤ

䭨䚖䘬㚨檀㼖㗗㕤䘦剙㺼喅⬠昊
ẍ⃒伶䘬⎰倚≈ᶲ檀Ỷ枛㺼ⓙ⬴
ˬ⣑㵗䡏⎰ㄞ⛀⚻˭ᷳ⼴炻⣑⮏
ⷓ䇞⛐ᷣ㊩Ṣẍ⍲䎦⟜⯭⢓Ᾱ
䘬天㯪ᶳḇ堐㺼Ḯᶨ㭝䱝婆㫴Ṽ
㇚炻ᶵ暨天㫴娆䘬ね㱩ᶳ⣑⮏ⷓ
䇞ẍ⃒伶䘬╻枛ẍ⍲䱦㸃䘬㺼ⓙ
㈨ⶏ⌂⼿Ḯ㺧➪⼑炻ḇ嬻⣏⭞夳
嬀⇘ᶵ⎴㕤ẍ⼨䘬ⷓ䇞ˤ

㗗㘂炻ㆹᾹᶨ怲╅勞炻ᶨ怲岆
㚰炻侴℠⹏䳬㸾⁁Ḯ䯉╖ˣ庽ὧ
侴⍰伶␛䘬㘂梸炻侴㔯⧃䳬ḇ䁢
ㆹᾹ⬱㌺Ḯ⸦枭䘬堐㺼㳣≽炻⛐
䓐梸䘬⎴㗪䫔ᶨ䳬ᶲ⟜堐㺼䘬
㗗䓙ġ ŇłŏŕłŔŊłġ őņœŇŐœŎŊŏňġ
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Ἦ份夳䘬慵⣏䀥ね炻姙⣂Ṣ⭞⚺
䟜䠶ˤ

㛔䣦屯㶙佑ⶍ傉⽫⚻炻復↢⣏慷
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ḳ攟岊⹎㱽ⷓⷞ⚆⎘䀋炻䚜㍍䓐
ἄ䀥⟜屹㾇炻⮯伶⚳咖䣦⣏䛦䘬
┬⽫⁛忼军⎘䀋㕥冯怕か䀥⭛䘬
䀥㮹幓ᶲˤ

㛔䣦ỷ㊩⣑⚈㱽ⷓ⌛㗪䘤崟屹
䀥炻䘤≽ᾉ䛦佑岋䯴㫦炻᷎䌯⃰
㑍↢伶慹ᶱ⋫⃫復Ṍヰ㾇įġ ⍰㕤
ℓ㚰⋩ℕ㖍ĩ㗇㛇㖍Īġ ᶳ⋰Ḵ㗪炻
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恋䅰䰈㻠㻠役Ḯ炻㘰湫䘬䘬䅰
㻠㻠⽆㶙䦣㷠⇘ḮṢ䘬朳
ᶲˤ

ᴼ
㺮湹䘬⣄㘂炻ᶨᾳ怈埴⮳ἃ䘬劎
埴⇘Ḯᶨᾳ勺₣䘬㛹句ᷕ炻㺮
湹䘬埿忻ᶲ炻䴉両䘬㛹㮹ᾹἈἮ
ㆹ⼨ˤ

䘦⿅ᶵ妋䘬Ṣ⓷烉ˬ㔊⓷㕥ᷣ
䛇䘬㗗ᶨỵ䚚Ṣ╶烎˭
恋㊹䅰䰈䘬䚚Ṣ⏲姜Ṿ烉ˬ㗗
䘬炻冒⽆嶷忚忁ᾳᶾ䓴炻ㆹ⯙ᶨ
䚜暁䛤㶟㰴ˤ˭

劎埴崘忚ᶨ㡅⮷炻Ṿ䚳夳㚱
ᶨ⛀㘰湫䘬䅰⽆朄朄䘬忻㶙嗽
䄏忶Ἦˤ

Ṣ⓷烉ˬ㖊䃞ぐṨ湤ḇ䚳ᶵ
夳炻恋䁢ỽ㊹ᶨ䚆䅰䰈␊烎˭

ᶨỵ㛹㮹婒烉ˬ䜶⫸忶ἮḮˤ˭
䜶⫸烎劎埴㤆Ḯ炻Ṿ⓷幓㕩䘬
⎎ᶨỵ㛹㮹烉ˬ恋㊹叿䅰䘬Ṣ䛇
㗗䜶⫸╶烎˭

䚚Ṣ婒烉ˬ䎦⛐㗗湹⣄╶烎ㆹ倥
婒⛐湹⣄墉㰺㚱䅰䘬㗈䄏炻恋
湤㺧ᶾ䓴䘬Ṣ悥ㆹᶨ㧋Ṩ湤ḇ
䚳ᶵ夳炻ẍㆹ⯙溆䅫Ḯᶨ䚆䅰
䰈ˤ˭

Ṿ⼿⇘䫼㟰㗗偗⭂䘬ˤ
劎埴䘦⿅ᶵ⼿℞妋ˤ

Ṣ劍㚱ぇ⛘婒烉ˬ⍇Ἦぐ㗗
䁢Ḯ䴎⇍Ṣ䄏㖶烎˭

ᶨᾳ暁䚖⣙㖶䘬䚚Ṣ炻Ṿ㟡㛔⯙
㰺㚱䘥⣑湹⣄䘬㤪⾝炻Ṿ䚳ᶵ
⇘檀Ⱉ㳩㯜炻ḇ䚳ᶵ⇘䲭㟫㞛䵈
䘬ᶾ䓴叔䈑炻Ṿ䓂军ᶵ䞍忻䅰
㗗Ṩ湤㧋⫸炻恋Ṿ㊹ᶨ䚆䅰寰ᶵ

Ữ恋䚚Ṣ⌣婒烉ˬᶵ炻ㆹ㗗䁢ㆹ
冒炰˭ġġġġ
ˬ䁢ぐ冒烎˭ṢニḮˤ
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⚈䁢⣄刚㺮湹侴塓℞Ṿ埴Ṣ䡘
㑆忶烎˭ġ

椾⃰天⮲慵冒䘬妨埴炰
⮵冒屈屔炻ㇵ㗗⮵⇍Ṣ屈
屔炰

Ṣ婒烉ˬ㗗䘬炻⯙⛐∃ㇵ炻
ㆹ塓ℑᾳṢ䡘Ḯᶨᶳˤ˭

娵䛇⛘ Ṣ烊嶷⮎⛘ ḳ烊➭
㭭⛘徥⮳烊侸⽫⛘䧵䳗炻㚨⼴
⌣䘤䎦炻⮳㈦慹䣎䘬忶䦳炻䪇
㗗⮯冒拀䃱ㆸ慹䘬忶䦳炰

䚚Ṣ倥Ḯ炻㶙㰱⛘婒烉ˬỮㆹ
⌣㰺㚱ˤ晾婒ㆹ㗗䚚Ṣ炻ㆹṨ
湤ḇ䚳ᶵ夳炻Ữㆹ㊹Ḯ忁䚆䅰
䰈炻㖊䁢⇍Ṣ䄏ṖḮ嶗炻ḇ㚜
嬻⇍Ṣ䚳⇘Ḯㆹˤ忁㧋炻ṾᾹ
⯙ᶵ㚫⚈䁢䚳ᶵ夳侴䡘㑆Ḯ
ㆹˤ˭
劎埴倥Ḯ炻枻㚱ぇˤ
Ṿẘ⣑攟▮婒烉ˬㆹ⣑㵗㴟奺
⣼㲊叿㈦ἃ炻㰺゛⇘ἃ⯙⛐ㆹ
幓怲ˤ⍇Ἦἃ⿏⯙⁷ᶨ䚆䅰炻
⎒天ㆹ溆䅫ḮṾ炻⌛ἧㆹ䚳ᶵ
夳ἃ炻ἃḇ㚫䚳⼿⇘ㆹˤ˭
㓭ḳ⯙㗗忁㧋䘬䯉╖炻⌣⼟⼧
ᶨ䝔攻溆䅫ḮㆹᾹℏ⽫㶙嗽㝸
⟲㺮湹䘬⛘㕡ˤ

⛐䓇␥墉炻天ㅪ⼿㖊䃞㚱⚃⬋
廒㎃炻⯙㚱桐桐暐暐炻⯙㚱感
㘹♜⭺烊㖊䃞㚱愠䓄劎彋ᶵ⎴
䘬␛忻炻ㆹᾹ⯙傥 ↢⎗⎋䘬
伶␛Ἓ棂炰
㚱ᾳ娆⼰䯉╖ˬ㌐⼿˭炻㰺㚱
㌐炻恋Ἦ⼿烎炰復Ṣ䍓䐘炻ㇳ
㚱检楁炰
䁢ḮㆹᾹ冒炻ḇ㗗䁢ḮㆹᾹ
㚱Ṣ炻溆䅫䓇␥䘬䅰⏏炰
忁㧋炻⛐䓇␥䘬⣄刚墉炻ㆹᾹ
ㇵ傥⮳㈦⇘冒䘬⸛⬱䆎
䇃炰

⛐䓇㳣ᷕ炻䅙ッ䍵や幓怲䘬ᶨ
↯炻ㆹᾹ⯙㚫デ⍿⇘恋⚆棳Ἦ
䘬㹓㘾冯⾓㦪炰
ⶍἄᷕ炻天⼿⇘⇍Ṣ䘬⮲慵炻
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↮ṓ⽫嶗㬟䦳炻⬠ἃ⽫⼿ˤἮ
䧧⎗ẍᷕ劙㔯㑘⮓炻⫿㔠ᶵ崭
忶Ḽ䘦⫿䁢旸ˤ⎗䓐ẍᶳ暣⫸
悝䭙ㆾ悝⭬⇘㛔䣦Ļ

䈡⇍デ嫅⍫Ḱ㛔㛇ᷳᷕˣ劙㔯
㑘䧧ˣ侣嬗ˣ㼌䫮ˣ㟉⮵ˣ姕
妰䫱佑⊁ⶍἄṢ⒉烉
⋨⽿㎂ĩ⽫㘢Ī⯭⢓ˣ傉⽫⚻⯭
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A day's effort brings a day's reward
A day's neglect produces a wasted day
True practice is founded on daily effort
Buddha's path is rooted in everyday's living
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The Avatamsa’s Pick

HELPING OTHERS IS HAPPINESS,
ALLEVIATING SUFFERING IS JOY.
Translated by : Matthew Au
them all!” David said. “Every fish matters, whether big or small, this one, that
one…” mumbled the kid without looking
up as he continued. It was then David
started rolling up his jeans and gave the
kid a helping hand.

On a hot summer day, David was
strolling along the beach as he noticed
fishes all along the shore being washed
up while the tide was moving lower
and lower. Within the hour the flapping
fishes would be dehydrated under the
strong beaming sun.

In this world, there are many people like
the fishes, who are lost and in need of
guidance and help from those around
them. We as human beings all suffer
from our own problems and pain on a
daily basis. It is up to you whether or
not to step in and offer someone a helping hand as David has learned that every life is worth helping no matter what.
Blessings of virtue and infinite happiness arise from doing good deeds.

David continued slowly pacing enjoying the warm weather until he came
across a little kid who was frantically
scooping up the fishes and throwing
them back into the sea. “What are you
doing?” asked David with hesitation.
“Trying to save the fishes before they
all dry up, sir” replied the kid as he
swept the sweat across his forehead.
“There are so many fishes along the
shore, it is almost impossible to save
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Story with Inspiration

Translated by :
Oscar Au and Matthew Au

The glow of the lantern got closer and
closer. Eventually, the light shone on
the monk's feet.

On a dark winter's night, a Buddhist
monk on a long journey seeking enlightenment walks into a remote village.
As he walks through the dark streets,
he noticed it was flourished with people
walking up and down the village.

Perplexed, the monk asked the blind
man if he was really blind. "Yes, unfortunately I was brought into this world
without sight", the blind man replied.

As the monk turned into a small alley,
he saw a shimmering glow of light from
afar like a still photograph.

"Since you can't see, how come you are
carrying a lantern?" asked the monk.

"The blind man is coming", the monk
overheard a villager say.

"Oh, is it night time now? I heard that
there's no light at night and it is very
dark. So everyone is like me, can't see
anything. That's why I lit a lantern." replied the blind man.

The monk stood still in confusion as he
thought to himself, "A blind man?" He
walked over to ask the villager if he had
heard wrong, but indeed, the approaching light was a blind man.

Looking less confused, the monk
said "So you are shining the light for
others?"

The monk was baffled.

"Not exactly" said the blind man. "Did
anyone run into you as you walked
around the village?" as he continued.

A blind man, he had no concept of day
or night. He could not see the beautiful
colors of the rainbow, nor tell the difference between the mountains or the
sea.

Without a second thought, the monk
said "Yes, two individuals did not pay
attention and bumped into me earlier."
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of people around you!

The blind man listened and said "Although I am blind, I have never bumped
into anyone. This lantern not only helps
others to see, but it also illuminates me
for others to see so that they will not
walk into me."

In a relationship, treat it as a fresh growing red velvet rose. Only with intensive
caring and nurture, would the flower be
vibrant, be sweet in aroma, and be in
the bloom of youth!

The monk gazed into the distant starlit sky with a long deep audible sigh.
"I have been extensively traversing
throughout my journey to seek for the
great Buddha's doctrine, instead it has
always been hovering around me. The
Buddha's character is just like a burning lantern, as long as it is shining, I
know Buddha is always there watching
over me, even though I can not see him
physically", the monk contemplated
and was heartfelt with the sudden
enlightenment.

In our life, look at it as the four changing
seasons throughout the year. There are
pouring rains and violent storms, there
are also hot sizzling summers and cold
freezing winters. In order to create a
delectable gourmet meal, we can not
get away from the four basic ingredient:
sweet, sour, bitter and spicy.
A simple yet profound Chinese proverb:
"give and take". You may lose something on one hand, but without realizing
you could gain something on the other.
So reach out now and give a hand to
people in need!

The story is short and simple, yet it
presents contemplative morals and
principles, and it also lightens up that
insignificant spot of darkness we have
within our mind and soul.

Live your life to the fullness, cherish
every moment, seek and take action in
every opportunity, learn from every experience. In the very end, you would be
surprised by the effort, determination
and hard work you put in all along to
achieve that personal goal, you may be
very well sitting on a gold mine without
realizing it!

In everyday life, try to pay more attention into your surroundings with love
and passion, you will definitely feel the
warmth and happiness in return!
In the workplace, to earn respect from
colleagues, you must first start with
respecting yourself by saying the right
thing and doing good deeds!

May our lanterns continue to light up
the path ahead and beyond!

Taking responsibility of yourself is as
equally important as taking responsibility
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FLU SHOT

Factory farmed meat causes a larger
pollution problem than air pollution from
cars. If you are a frequent carpooler,
why not also try eating more veggies
and less meat.

On Sunday September 20th, Professional Pharmacist Daniel L. Wang
provided free flu shots for volunteers of
ABLS. As Mr. Wang leads a busy life,
he is unable to take pleasure in volunteering at ABLS as he might wish. So
in other ways of helping the temple, he
made use of his specialty as a pharmacist to provide free flu shots for those at
the temple with his kindest heart.

Another person who should be thanked
is Dr. Tran, a licensed chiropractor, who
comes to the temple every third Sunday
of the month to offer free services for
volunteers. He has been helping the
temple with his specialized field for almost two years.

Mr. Daniel Wang has been a vegetarian since 1996. He believes that being
vegetarian is one of the most important ways to protect our environment.

Much thanks and appreciation go out to
both Mr. Wang and Dr. Tran.

SATURDAY NIGHT
DHARAMA CLASS,
“LIFE WITH BUDDHISM”

Ideally, it would be best to have the
body rest in a peaceful environment
for the next eight hours and not move
it around. Even though their heart has
stopped beating, but their body and
mind are still functioning. Family members should not cry or argue next to
the body as this will disturb the peace.
Chanting should be offered continuously so that the person can have a blissful
departure in hopes for a better afterlife.

September 19th was the second of a
series of classes lead by Abbess Ven.
Tien Inn on Saturday nights. A good
handful of around 20 people showed
up, all eager to ask questions and listen
to Abbess Ven. Tien Inn lecture about
basic Buddhism with a twist of humor.

The second half of the class involved
an interactive audience to ask questions related to the topic. People were
really eager to ask questions which had
interfered with their lives or the others
around them. Abbess Ven. Tien Inn
connected easily and gave everybody
a good laugh too.

The lesson started off with the master
answering questions written from the
previous week and then continued to a
certain topic which was chosen for the
night. One of the things I learned from
the class was how to deal with a situation where someone has just passed
away.
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appreciated donors of the scholarship
to assist outstanding students who may
need financial assistance in achieving
their academic goal. Vice Mayor of
Milpitas, Peter McHugh is very supportive and has attended many ABLS
events. He praised ABLS for providing
this scholarship to aspiring graduates
from Piedmont Hills and Milpitas High
Schools.

BY ANNE HU
A little after 10 AM on August 23, 2009,
many students and their families gathered outside Chen Yi Hall checking in
with Anne Hu, the MC for the award
ceremony. It was a beautiful and mild
temperature day. Some students were
surprised to see fellow classmates as
recipients of ABLS Scholarship. They
waited patiently inside the Chen Yi Hall
or took group photos in the hallway
while waiting for the dharma service to
end at the Grand Hall.

Sofia Han, first place recipient and Toan
Vuong from Piedmont Hills gave their
acceptance speech and expressed their
gratitude to ABLS. Sofia is going to UC
Berkeley in the Fall, and Toan has one
more year in high school. Both gave
heart-felt speeches and received supportive applause. Group photos were
taken including scholarship committee
members.

About 10:45 AM, students and families
were ushered into the Grand Hall in the
front rows. Dr. Hsien Du, Chairman of
ABLS flew in from Taiwan to conduct this
award ceremony with honor guest, Vice
Mayor of Milpitas, Mr. Pete McHugh.
Dr. Hsien Du eloquently presented her
speech in both Mandarin and English.
It’s one of ABLS mission to reciprocate to the local community. She also

The ceremony concluded in thirty minutes. Many students and their families
stayed for a vegetarian lunch. Since Dr.
Hsien Du announced possible scholarship for college students in the coming
years, parents and students were interested to find more information for the
application process.
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spouse, my mother was forced to labor
long hours, struggling to provide for my
sister and me.

AWARD ESSAY FROM
ABLS SCHOLAR 2009

Even after our abrupt separation, my
grandmother continued to visit me
annually during the summer. Often,
she would explain to me the value of
an education. Education is a bridge
that towers over minimal-wage jobs, a
bridge that allows individuals to realize
their true potential, a bridge that leads
people towards a fulfilling future. War
and political instability in China and
Vietnam had prevented both my grandmother and my father from attaining
even a high school education. She
sensed my reluctance to let her go and
consoled me with a promise to bring
me back to Norway after I finished high
school.

By Shian Hong
I was born in Oslo, Norway. My recollections of that country are vague, fleeting memories of a world that was all I
knew, and all I wanted to know. I grew
up in the arms of a loving grandmother
who spoiled me with sweets and affection. Her words were the only ones that
mattered and her hopes are still the
center of my accomplishments. When
I was five, my mother decided to move
to the United States and I, of course,
had to follow. I belonged to two families
separated by the vast Atlantic Ocean,
my father’s in Norway and my mother’s
in the United States. In the United
States, I was immersed in a world that
I did not understand, one that did not
understand me. I lived in a house with
strangers my mother called family,
people who wanted to comfort me and
ease my transition to the United States,
and the very people I refused to accept,
fearing that acknowledging them would
mean forever relinquishing my ties to
Norway. I desperately longed to return
to my home, to cry in the arms of my
grandmother who would surely comfort
me with her warmth and gentle touch.
Since my father was not an American
citizen, he was not permitted to stay in
the United States. This transition was
extremely challenging because all I had
to rely on in this unusual world were my
mom and my sister. Without a working

Last year, however, when my uncle
arrived in the United States with my
grandmother, it became evident that
she would not be able to keep her
promise. “A ma,” I called her, the proper
Chinese title for grandmother. She said
nothing, but stared at me with a blank
face. “This is your granddaughter,” my
uncle told her. She smiled, but her face
seemed different; her smile was empty,
her eyes expressionless. A moment
later, I finally realized the situation.
Like a devil, dementia had taken my
grandmother away from me. My name
became meaningless and my face,
even stranger to her. Tears welled up in
my eyes and cascaded down my grief
stricken face.
Though my grandmother no longer
remembers me, I will never forget her
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human cadavers. My most memorable
experience occurred the day my group
was chosen to visit Shriners Hospitals
for Children. My limited two years of
Spanish classes suddenly became my
most valuable asset when I met Jessica, a burn victim, who arrived at the
hospital from Mexico. She spoke only
Spanish and our initial conversation revealed that her entire family was still in
Mexico. She was a patient in a foreign
country in which she did not speak the
native language. Nonetheless, Jessica
showed no signs of fear. Instead, her
brown eyes showed she was thankful
to be able to receive any form of medical treatment.

aspirations for me to succeed and flourish in life. For instance, at age six, I
taught myself how to speak English,
how to use a dictionary and how to
reach out to others for help when my
own abilities and efforts were not sufficient. I began to achieve academically
in school simply because I realized my
own potential. In the field of medicine,
I aspire to become a physician or a
pharmacist. I understand that medicine
can never cure certain illnesses, such
as dementia, but I will never forsake my
faith in the power of medicine to perform miracles among other diseases.
My grandma had always yearned for
my success, and my future career in
the medical profession will not only exceed her dreams, but my own as well.
Her existence is a constant reminder of
what I may be able to achieve in her
honor and her dementia is merely a
shadow I must overlook to know that
my accomplishments are never futile.

I was fortunate to experience the
power of language first hand. Speaking even limited Spanish allowed me to
intimately know Jessica, a girl whose
determination to recover deepened my
desire to pursue a career in the medical
field. Jessica taught me the valuable
lesson that languages can dissolve
barriers of ignorance and dispel fears
of rejection, allowing unsuspecting
strangers to meet one another through
successful communication. I am proud
that I did not allow my shyness to inhibit
my opportunity to encounter such a
remarkable character. My commitment
to learning Spanish has ultimately improved my introverted personality and
enhanced my self-esteem. I left the
hospital feeling inspired and optimistic. She opened my eyes to my love of
personal interaction and enhanced my
desire to communicate and engage in
conversations with others around me.
For that, I am eternally indebted to her.

It has been twelve years since I have
last seen the icy slopes of my native Norway. This year, it is my turn
to visit her. I hope that, even in her
spirit’s absence, her presence will be
enough to anchor my heart that has
been drifting for so long across the Atlantic, desperately seeking to reunite a
beloved grandmother and her forgotten
granddaughter.
The summer before junior year, I attended a National Youth Leadership
Forum on Medicine in Berkeley, California. Within days, I visited various stateof-the-art hospitals, interviewed real
interns studying in medical schools,
and even came face to face with
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and work at the temple. They are very
down to earth and are filled with joy.
Their light heartedness and joy for life
are the reasons I keep coming back.

THE JOY OF
VOLUNTEERING

I have learned so much from working
with Dr. Chuchu Wu. She teaches me
new things on a daily basis about the
human body, but volunteering at the
temple teaches me about the human
spirit. To give back is very important,
not just to the ones you are giving to,
but also to the one giving.

by Ella Southworth
In 2005 I went to Bryman College to
study Massage Therapy. I worked as
an intern while I was going to school
and was offered a job by Dr. Wu , from
Landess Accupunture, when I graduated. She volunteers once a month at
the temple providing free Acupuncture
Services and wanted to know if I would
volunteer for Acupressure. Of course
I wanted to do this, and so we began
our once a month free clinic service
together.
g

To give your time to someone else,
with no intention of something in return
except the joy of giving, is priceless.
Coming to the temple fills my spirit and
gives me hope that the world is full of
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LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL!!
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Being at the temple gives me a sense of
inner peace because it is a quiet place
where you can just sit there and think.
Sometimes it’s so quiet and peaceful
that you can hear your heart beat and
the birds chirp. This is one of the many
reasons why I am still very dedicated
to helping out whenever I am available;
the temple feels like my second home.
There is something about the people
and atmosphere that makes me feel
very comfortable.

LEARNING TO
GIVE BACK
by Matthew Au
It is that time of the year where college
graduates are pouring out from different institutions to fight for job openings
during one of the worst recessions of
the decade. Sitting at home waiting for
job replies and interviews slowly grew
more and more depressing. There had
to be a better way to use time. So instead of waiting hopelessly, I decided
to use time wisely so that I could benefit the community while keeping my
mind straight. What better way than to
volunteer.

Sometimes people are confused with
what kind of volunteer work needs
to be done at a temple. The answer
is limitless because a temple is not a
business; they operate on donations,
so volunteers are vital to help maintain
their operations. Little things like cleaning the tables and floors matter a lot.
If things are not sterile, it could cause
viruses to spread and people getting
sick.

I moved down from Seattle after graduating to live with my brother. He introduced me to this temple because he
had been here a few times before and
thought it had great vibes. After visiting
for the first time, the masters encouraged me to volunteer for the Ullambana
Festival which was held for one whole
week. After this week of service I had
learnt more about the temple’s operations and befriended some very friendly
people. The masters were very friendly
and treated me like family. I never imagined the masters were so approachable
and not to mention funny.

I highly recommend everyone to do
more volunteering, any type of volunteering such as food drives, elderly
homes or orphanages. It doesn’t have
to be at a temple. If you are of different
religious backgrounds, you should help
your community whenever possible.
Take an hour out of your shopping time,
it is that easy.
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The temple also celebrated the grand
opening of their newly renovated
building where the dining Hall is on
ground level and residence on second
level. Many honor guests and friends
including Vice Mayor of Milpitas, Pete
McHugh, attended the ribbon cutting
ceremony.

RECENT HAPPENINGS
by Irene Lau
A couple of weeks ago, Avatamsaka
Buddhist Lotus Society held an event to
recognize and tribute a much respected
and honorable Elder Master transition
ABLS Chairmanship to Dr. Hsien Du.
The Elder Master is nearly a hundred
year old! That is astounding and he
seems very active, vibrant, and healthy.
It was a memorable day. The newly
titled Master was very well educated,
having previously studied in India and
is fluent in several languages. It is quite
impressive and amazing.

It was a very interesting and exciting
day, because I’ve never attended a
religious celebration like this before.
There were a lot of attendees partaking this festive celebration. We took a
walking tour of the brand new kitchen
and building, while the Master blessing the building by dipping Holy water
and sprinkling it everywhere, even on
us to share the blessings. It was a
happy gathering and celebration, and
we were very fortunate to be part of this
merriment.

ABLS is sponsoring a free flower arrangement class with volunteer
instructor Ms. Irene Yau. She will discuss the art of flower arranging and
demonstrate various techniques. Creating your own floral masterpiece
will certainly make you appreciate these stunning wonders of nature.
Time Schedule:
Once a month Every 2nd Sunday

Time: 1:30pm – 3:30pm

Materials expense – the instructor will provide all the required
materials, students will share the expense

Welcome to participate!
"Let us learn more about flowers and explore the wonders of
their nature (Don’t miss this great opportunity)"
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Triple Gem Refuge and Five Precepts
Ceremony

Refuge Taking Ceremony for the
Deceased

When a person wishes to become a
Buddhist, the first step he takes is to
go to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha
for refuge. Since Buddha’s time, taking
this Threefold Refuge has identified
a person as a Buddhist. The Buddha,
Dharma and Sangha also known as the
Triple Gem represent qualities which
are excellent and precious like a gem.
Once a person recognizes these unique
qualities after careful consideration
and is confident that the Triple Gem
can help lead him towards happiness
and Enlightenment, he or she takes
refuge. It is, therefore, not out of mere
faith but with an open-minded attitude
and enquiring spirit that he begins
to practice the Buddha’s Teachings.

A family representative will attend a
Threefold Refuge ceremony on behalf
of his/her deceased family member.
Taking refuge is the first step on the path
to Enlightenment. Even if Enlightenment
is not achieved in this life, by taking
refuge in the Triple Gem, the deceased
Buddhist is more likely to have favorable
conditions for attaining Enlightenment in
a future life.
Date: December 27, 2009 at 4:00 pm
April 10, 2010 at 4:00 pm

Date: January 17, 2010 at 1:30 pm
March 29, 2010 at 1:30 pm

SPECIAL EVENTS
Monthly Birthday Blessings
On the last Sunday of each month,
there will be chanting of the
Bhaiajyaguru (Medicine Buddha)
Repentance and Offerings to the Buddhas. For those whose birth dates fall
within that month, you can participate

by joining in this chanting assembly
and receive special blessings of good
health and fortune. For more details,
please contact our ofce.
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CURRENT & UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
1) The Past Vows of Ksitigarbha (Earth Store) Bodhisattva Sutra
Date: December 1 to December 20, 2009
Time: 3:00 PM – 5:45 PM
2) Year End Services for Repentance Sutra of the Leung’s Emperor
Date: December 20 to December 27, 2009
Time: 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
3) Shakyamuni Buddha’s Enlightemnet
Date: January 17, 2010
Time : 8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4) Three Thousand Buddhas Repentacne Service
Date: February 14 to February 20, 2010
Time: 8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
5) Offering Ceremony for Buddhas and Devas
Date: February 21, 2010
Time: 8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
6) Celebration of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva’s Birthday
Date: March 29, 2010
Time: 8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
7) Ching Ming Festivial for Repentance Sutra of the Leung’s Emperor
Date: April 4 to April 11, 2010
Time: 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM

REGULAR ACTIVITIES: (8AM -- 1:30PM)
EVENTS

TIME

Avatamsaka (Hua-yen) Sutra

Every First Sunday

Samadhi Water Repentance

Every Second Sunday

1-day Avatamsaka (Hua-yen)
Retreat

Every Third Sunday

Bhaisajyaguru (Medicine Buddha)
Repentance

Every Fourth Sunday

Diamond Repentance

Every Fifth Sunday
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TO SUPPORT

The Avatamsa
Please ll in the following information to make monetary donation to support the ABLS Newsletter.
First Name:___________________

Last Name:___________________

Address: ___________________________________________________

City: ______________________ State:________

Zip: ____________

Phone:_____________________________________________________

Email:______________________________________________________

Donation Amount: $__________________________________________

Please mail this donation form along with a check payable to : ABLS
We will mail your receipt back to the address you provided above.
All donations are tax deductible.
Avatamsaka Buddhist Lotus Society
50 South Main St.
Milpitas, CA 95035

The offering of the Dharma excel all other offerings
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